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About This Content

A special pack suited for novice adventurer of Dungeon Fighter Online(DFO)!
From Neo Premium Plus which grants you bonus Fatigue Points and Unique Weapon rental

to Safe Expansion and Account Safe Creation Ticket, there are many benefits essential to beginner adventurers such as yourself!
Beginner pack is composed of the following contents.

Neo Premium Plus+ Contract (15 Days)

Unique Weapon rental suited to your character's level

Basic Fatigue Points 156 → 273

Dungeon Clear EXP +10%

Fatigue Express System

Bonus Dungeon Clear Rewards

No Stamina Penalty Upon Leaving the Dungeon

Demon Invitation, Simona's Letter of Recommendation, etc. given for logging in every day
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Account Vault Upgrade Kit - Account Bound

Upgrades the account safe to next level. (Allows you to share items between characters on your account.)

Silver Safe Upgrade Kit - Account Bound

Expands the Safe's slots from 8 -> 40

Life Token x 30 - Untradable

Consume a Life Token to resurrect yourself if you die in dungeons.

Remy's Touch x 150 - Account Bound

Recovers 30% HP and MP immediately.

DFO Beginner Title - Sealing

A title that helps you during the early levels will be given!
Right click on the title icon in the inventory to equip it.

[Title Stats]

STR/INT/VIT/SPI +20 

Attack Speed/Movement Speed/Casting Speed +2%

HP/MP MAX +300

Physical/Magical Critical Chance +2%

* Please Note :
- Package is account bound but some of the contents are untradable.

- Titles are tradable when they are sealed. (Cannot be traded once unsealed)
- Please refer to http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=737850671 for information on how to redeem the

package.
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Title: Dungeon Fighter Online: Beginner Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, RPG
Developer:
Neople
Publisher:
Neople
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 32bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E7500

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: VRAM 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 18 GB available space

Additional Notes: HDD space: 18GB HDD space before installation, 10GB HDD space after installation / Browser: Microsoft
Internet Explorer 10

English
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Actually i'm sorry to give a negative review to this game. First of all, it's probably the only one set in that specifical conflict
(Korean war). Second, the tactical part (the actual game where you move your troops, give them order etc) is in my opinion well
made and realistic (and with good graphics). The strategic campaign map is also nice, fast-paced with few things to do to
concetrate on combat phase (even if i'd would prefer at least one campaign based on historical battles).
But, on the other side, this game is affected with a lot of structural deficiensis. Tutorial is meaningless, leaving the gamer to
understand by himself game mechanics or units command (this would not be a great problem if this wasn't a game focused on
micro-management of troops). The game, actually, is just the "dynamc campaign" mode, nothing more, nothing less. But the
main problem is the absolutely lack of maps! Five (or six) maps for the entiregame, and i swear it, in a campaign i played there
were always the same two maps (airport and village) in rotation for the entire game (hope that this is just bad bad luck). There is
apparently no online community so forget about downloading mods or map-packs.
It's a very shame that a possible good game like this is, because it is, is just ruined by poor developers fantasy (or will) and
neglet.. I was expecting this game to have a sack head jason and i was right omg this dlc is a dream come true for
meh\ud83d\ude06. Pretty good, and its free, so the most you'll waste is your time. Writing is solid if occasionally a tad florid, art
is pretty. Decent amount of characterization fit in for such a short run time (about an hour for all routes). It can be frustrating,
however, that not all variables outside your affect stay the same, which cuts down immensely on the feeling of player agency
purely to pad out the run time.. Overall 6\/10 for what it is. There should really be a meh "middle thumb" option.

Pros
-LOVE the music, whoever made it i love you.
-Incredible potential to something huge.
-Price isn't bad.
-Amazing concept - I just love it.

Cons
-Annoying DJ, restricting movement whenever he speaks.
-Extremely long respawn times for a game that involves lots of trial and error.
-Sometimes the platforms do not register a bounce causing me to walk off the edge.
-Tiny FOV making it difficult to aim properly.
-Movement feels delayed and hard to control.

Overall needs more work and more features for it to live up to its \u00a37 price tag, but keep this in your library until it blows
up :).. Cool game.. They made such an hated type of a game so Funny and Interesting for me :D. There is noone in the servers ,
but its a good concept
. Great rogue-like! I've been waiting for a top-down Rogue Legacy for some time and this game provides.
Fun Diablo-like hack&slash combat, easy to learn, and quite polished for an early access game.
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Loved this game! It was quite exciting, the ambient is really scary and you lose trust very easily, The puzzles are something to
think, and the story is pretty good..

Although I wasn't a big fan of the ending, But either way!! I LOVED IT.. Would really recommend it! (:. One of the few real
Mahjong games around.. simple, fun, great story.. Check out my review of this DLC here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ldYWVKNDTV0. Poor map system, tons of typos and gramatical errors, options are a mess (like your mouse
is inverted automatically and if you ever go back to game settings after changing it, it will revert.)

But is it scary?

Well, I opened a door and a skeleton appeared for a second with the screen turning red.

So you tell me.. W10 Silo data could not be created in the 'My Documents' directory; please check write permissions or reinstall 
Silo.why???. I'm thumbing this up because it's in early access. But I have a few minor issues with it. Watch here: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7ZlKPq1vDCI&feature=youtu.be. just get holdfast nations of war if you want a working
game
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